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I n transistor switching circuits, the grounded-emitter configuration is
by far the most widely used. For this arrangement, we shall he concerned with the collector output characteristic, since this will enable us to
clearly understand the mechanism of switching from one state to another.
A typical V c - IC characteristic for a p-n-p j ~ u ~ c t i otransist,or
n
is given
in Fig. 16-1. Examining this figurc, w~ see that the output characteristic is divided into thrce defined regions of operation,'.2.* namely,
the off region, the active region, and the o n region. Fhch of these
regions will he detailed separately.

i
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centration is zero a t the junct,ions, as shown. At the approximate center
of the base layer, the hole concpntmt>ion i~ equal t,o t,lie equilibrium
value.
I n the active ,region we have t,he normal mode of operation for the
junction transistor; that is, t,he elnitt,er is forward-hiased and the collector
is reverse-hiased. Ln swit.ching from
off to on, the active^ regioll is t,ravEmllfer
crsed along the load line, as indicated in
Fig. 16-1. As we shall see lat,er, the
speed of transition through the active
"Off" condition
Active reglon
region (transient response) is n function
of the gain
and frequency response in
that repion.
The minority-carrier concentration for the
region, as FIG. 16-2. Minority-carrier eoneen-

t

trations in the base layer as related

/

O f f " region

Region

Emiitrr

Cullertor

-----

O f f . . . . . . . . . . . . . Reverse Reverse
.4ct,ive.. . . . . . . . . I Forward Reversc
O n . . . . . . . . . . . . . Forward Forward
FIG. 16-1. Collector output cht~racterist,icfor a p-n-p grounded-emitter transistor,
illustrating three operating regions.

I n the off region there exists the situation in which both the emitter
and collector junctions are reverse-biased. Under these conditions, the
collector current is very small, resulting i n a large output impedance.
-4s wils shown in Chap. 9, the magnitude of this current is on the order of
Icss. It is seen that the off region is bounded by the curve for In = 0.
This corresponds to the point of zero applied voltage to the hase-toenlitter junction and also represents the boundary for the active region
of the transistor. I n Fig. 16-2 is a sketch of the minority-carrier concent,r&tion(holes) in the base layer for each of the three regions.% For
t'he off condition, since both junctions are reverse-biased, the hole con-

* References, indicated in the tent by superscript figures, are listed at the endofthe
chapter.

shown in Fig. 16-2, is the familiar form to the region of
discussed in urevious chanters.
The last of the three regions of operation is the on region, which is
often referred to as n saturation condition. I n this mode, the collector
bias reverses polarity such that both emitter and collector junctions are
forward-hiased. As was shown in Sec. 9-8, the forward-bias potential of
the emitter junctiou is slightly greater than that of the collector, resulting
in a net negative poteutial from collector to emitter. This potential is
represented by the saturation line drawn in Fig. 16-1, the slope of which
corresponds to the sat,uration resistance of the transistor in the on
condition. h a is evident from Eq. (9-SO), VcEcsanalso includes the
effect of any series rcaistance in the collector region. The hole concentration in the hasp layer for the on condition is also included in Fig.
16-2. At the collector junction, the hole concentration increases significantly because of the forward-bias condition a t the collector. However,
t,he slope of the hole concentrat,ion in the on condition remains the same
as that a t the edge of the active region, in order to maintain the same
collector current.
The next section will present, a physical description of the mechanisms
that take place as the t,ransistor is switched through the three defined
regions of operation.
16-2. Qualitative Description of Switching Process. Before we estahlish a specific mathematical analysis of the swit,ching transistor, it would
he appropriate to present a qualitative descript,ion of the physical events
that occur when a transistor is switched from off t,o on and then to ofl'
again. Let us refer to the basic swit,ching circuit show11 in Fig. 16-3,
in which the transistor is driven by a constant base-currcnt source.
When the transistor is turned on, the collector current I c flo~vsfor an
input base current I m . Thc potcntial VRE(OFXi
holds t,he t.ransistor in t,he
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off st,ate. because of the reverse-biased emitter. The generabor in the
base circuit is a pulse generator and is assumed to generate an ideal stepfunction input pulse. For this circuit, t,he waveforms t,hat are observed
for the base and collector current pulses, respectively, are as show11 in
Fig. 16-4. One ohser~esthat, the output collector pulse is far from
being an exact replica of t:he input
base pulse. The reasons for these
particular wave-shape discrepancies
will be explained in the paragraphs
to follow.
At time to, the pulse generator
delivers a step base current to t,hc

'f

=

-I?

I, Deloy time
t. rise time
1. s Storcige
time
1, F o l l time

I

Fro. 16-3. Basic grounded-emitter translJtor switching circuit. The base is
driven by a constant-current source.

Fro. 16-4. Input base-current waveform
and output collector-current waveform
for a transistor, illustrating definition
of switching timra.

transistor. At this instant, the transistor is sitting in the off condition
~ ~ collector
~.
because of the emit,t,erreverse-bins voltage V B E ( ~ The
eurrent
that is flowing is extremely low (on the order of IcBs); since this is
negligible, the volt'nge on t>hrcollector junction is equal to the sum of the
~ ) . to, the base
supply voltage Vcc and the turnoff voltage V R E ( ~ ~After
current rises immediately to ID,, hut it is observed that the colleetor current docs not begin to increase until t,. The time between t~ and t , is
called the delay time 1s and is defined as the time required to bring the
transistor f r o n ~the initial off condition to the edge of conduction, i.e., to
the beginning of t,he active region. This may be defined as that instant
of time, t ~ a, t which the applied base-to-emitter voltage is zero. Physically, the finite time required for t d comes about because of the reverse
bias on hoth the emitter and collect>orjunetions. As the effective baseto-emitter voltage goes from V U E ( to
~ ~zero,
) the depletion layers on both
junctions must reduce in thickness accordingly. This corresponds to an
increase in the junction capacitances; the delay time is the time required
t,o charge these capacitances to the new voltage level. It should be
apparent that if PB,(,,, = 0, then td = 0.

t:

&
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At time tl, the operating point of the transistor is a t the beginning of
the active region, in which the emit,t,er starts to become forward-biased
and begins to inject current intr~the base. Now the eolleetor current
begins ta.inerease toward its saturation value, corresponding approximately to V C C / R L . However, rather than increasing instantaneously a t
tl, it requires a finite time t,o reach 90 per cent of the final value. This
occurs a t time tz; the binle interval t? - t , is defined as the rise time t, of
t,he rollertor current pulse. Rise time is attributed to the fact that
thrre exists a finite transit delay between the base and eolleetor currents
and is :I manifestation of the frequency response and eurrent gain (beta)
of thc active region of the transistor. It should be recognized that,
neither the gain nor the frequency response remains eonst~aiitthrough
the active region. D-e beta ( ~ F Ewill
) vary with eurrent for t.he reasons
already discussed in Chap. 10 and may pass through a maximum value
depending on the ~ F B ( I ccharacteristic
)
and the magnitude of current to
he switched. Also, the effective base width increases as the colleetor
voltage decreases from the supply value to the saturatiou value. This, in
turn, causes the base-transit time to increase so that the frecluency
response falls off.
During the same. act,ive switehing interval, hoth the emitter and
eolleetor transition capacitances must be charged to account for the
depletion-layer changes wit,h voltage. I n the emitter, the capacitance
increases because the cont,act potential is reduced by the forward-bias
portion of VBE;in the eollertor, the capacitance also inereases and must
be charged through the collector series resistance, whichis predominantly
the external load resistor RL. All these effects take place simultaneously
and will he analyzed qnant.itative1y to determine the collective effect on
rise time.
The transist,or will remain in the on state as long as the input base
rurrent Inlis maintained. With reference to Fig. 16-4 again, a t time tl
the base input pulse steps off immediately; however, it is observed that
the colleetor pulse -does not respond umtdl time tp. The time interval
between ts and t4 is referred to as the storage t+rn? t, and is at,tributed to the
same basic storage phenomenon described in Chap. 6 for the p-n junction. The storage time is a measure of the timerequired for the minority
carriers in the base and eolleetor to recombine hack to the level corresponding to the boundary between the active and saturation regions.
These excess carriers arise because the eolleetor junction becomes forward-biased when the base current IB,is greater t,h&nthe IBnecessary
Thus,
. storage time is related to a
to produce I c ; i.e., IBI> I c / ~ F E
carrier-recombination process and is a measure. of the minority-carrier
lifetime in the base and eolleetor regions.
Finally, at time f 4 , t,he transistor eomes.ont of saturation and the
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base charge QB,the collector time constant T C is Q R / I c . I n a similar
manner, the,emitter and base cnrrorits can be related to Q B , SO that we
\
have

operating point traverses the load Line again th~oughthe active region
into the off state. This is the turnoff portion of the collector waveform;
t,he time interval between t~ and t~ is defined as the fall time ti. At t5,
the collector current has reduced to 0.11~. The description of the
switching process for fall time is similar to that for rise time, except that
the active region is traversed in the reverse direction.
In summary, we see that in response to a step input of base current,,
the collector current requires a total turnon time, which is

(3 n

Enlitter time constant:

'"= fF-

Base time constant:

7" =

Collector time constant,:

IC

(16-4)

Q-R
I8

&d

= -

Ic

We shall now proceed to relate these time constants t,o the charact,eristics of the transistor. Let, us cousider the active region of the p-n-p
transistor in which the emitter is forward-biased and the collector is
reverse-biased. Under these conditions, the emittcr is injecting holes
into the hase, and if W << L*, then linear hole gradient is established
in the hase which decreases to zero a t the collector. As was shown in
Chap. 8, the ~ m i t t e rcurrrnt is given by
. ..

Also, when the base current is removed as a step, the collector current
requires a total turnoff time, which is

16-3. Stored-base-charge Transistor Analysis. In all the analyses
of the transistor that have appeared in the preceding chapters. the
theory has been based on the argument that the transistor is a currentcontrolled device; i.e., the collector current is affected by changes in
either the emitter current or base current. Thus, the basic etluatioris
derived for d-c characteristics, h parameters, frequency response, etc..
are all a function of the currents of the transistor. Without. a doubt, this
is a very appropriate and worthwhile approach to analyzing the trausistor
tlleoretically from either the steady-state or small-signal point of view,
berause oue can readily approximate linear operatio11for bhe tr:znsist,or.
However: when one has to apply a large-signal analysis to the transistor,
as is t,he case in describing switching characteristics, the current approach
heromes relati~elycomplex bemuse of the high degree of nonlinearity
displayed hy tdlc transist,or for large changes in current and/or voltage.
To aid in the large-signal analysis of the switching transistor, a powerful
new concept has been introduced by Beaufoy and Sparkes, in which they
regard the transist,or as a charge-controlled d e ~ i c e . ~I n this concept, the
collector current is re1at)ed to the charge in the base; in order to effect a
'hange in collector current there must be a change in the total charge in
the base. For example, in the grounded-emitter transistor, the base
current provides the necessary total base charge which controls the
collector current.
The fundamental relationship in charge-control transistor theory is the
obvious fact that current is charge per unit t'>lme,or

so that Eq. (16-7) becomes

IE

=

yAD,bp,b~"~'~~
W

(16-9)

But gAp,be*V~'" is the charge per unit length just a t the base side of the
emitter junction (z = 0) ; it decreases linearly to zero a t x = W . Therefore, the total charge in the base is the area of the charge gradient
(triangle), or

QB =

yAp,~e'Vs'nTW
2

(16-10)

Substituting Eq. (16-10) iuto (16-9). w r obtaiil

Iirom Eq (9-13) for r = I we see that 1V2:2Ddr,,, = I B / I ~SO, that Eq.
(16-11) becomes, finally,

IR
where T is defined as a time constant which relates the current to the
charge. Therefore, if we are to relate the collector current IC to the total
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=

QB

rat,

(16-12)

Thus we see that the base time constant, T~ is equal t o the effective
minority-carrier lifetime in thc base; i.e., surface recombiriatior~ is.

JUNCTION-TRANSISTOR

included. I n other words, base current flows to maintain the total hase
charge constant by making up for the amount of cha,rge being lost by
recombination.
To determine the emitter time constant, we refer to Eq. (16-ll), where
we saw that
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I n order to attach physical meaning to all of the foregoing, we shall
now present a qualitative description3 of how the total base charge of a
grounded-emitter transistor changes as the base current shifts suddenly
to a new level I B 2 . I n this particular situation, we shall assume
from
that the suritching alltakes place in the. active region. Reference is made
to the switching circuit of lcig. 16-3 and the hase-charge diagram in Fig.
16-5. At the initial cnrrcnt level, the charge distribution in the base
oppears as the unshaded portion of Fig. 16-5. The charge level below

From Eq. (14-81, we see that for the uniform base, the base-cutoff
frequency is given as
1
W2
- - -wa
2.43Dnb
(16-14)
Substituting this result illto Eq. (16-13), we have3
T~ =

-

unifor111base

Wb

(1 6-15)

For a graded base, it was shown in Sec. 8-7 that r , = IV2/4D,: therefore,
TB =

-

graded base

Wh

(16-16)

where wa is already corrected by the in ( N 6 / N n c ) term.
Finally, for the collector time constant, since I c = nIn, we get, simply,
FIG. 16-5. B&~e-chargt,
distributions illustrating switching in the active region. The
shaded area denotes additional atored charge.

With each of t'he time constants defined, we are now in a posit,ion to
apply them to tlie large-signal transient response of the transistor. The
basic equation is the equation of charge continuity, which is 3.P

If this result is integrat,ed over a given time interval, then

This says that the total charge supplied during the interval t is equal to
the amount of charge necessary to change the current in the volume t o n
new level plus the amount necessary to replenish that lost by recombination. Herein lies the beauty of the charge concept for large-signal
analysis. I n solving Eq. (16-IS), one is concerned only with the absolute
total change of charge during the time int,erval o.s det,ermined by the
limits of integration, thereby eliminating any concern for t,he variations .
of the time constants during the same interval.

,

:j

the dashed line corresponds t,o the equilibrium majority-carrier electrons
in the n-type base. The charge above the dashed line represents the
minority-carrier hole conee~ltrat,io~~
injected by the emitter. This hole
gradient is matched by au equal charge of electrons injected by the base
in order to maintain neutra1ity.J Also shown in Fig. 16-5 are the deplet,ion layers of the emitter and collector junctions, which have spread to
establish the effective base width W1. Thus, we have described the
nature of the hase charge at the initial active rondit,ion where the base
current Is, produces a collector current, l o .
When I,, is switched rapidly to In2, several changes occur simultaneously. Firstly, the increased forward-bias potrnt,ial at the emitter
causes the depletion layer to narrow, corresponding to an increase in the
emitter transition capacitance. Secondly, the level of injected holes
increases and the gradient steepens, corresponding t,o the new level of
collector current Icz. Thirdly, the increase in collector current causes
the collector junction voltage to decrease due to the larger voltage drop
across the load resistor RL. This causes the collector depletion layer to
narrow, establishing an increase in the collector transition capacitance.
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Finally, because of both dcpletion-layer variations, the base width
increases from its initial value W , to its final value W 2 .
To account for allthe changes described, an additional charge, equal
to all the shaded area shown in Fig. 16-5, must be injected into the base
region. This charge is composed of several parts. Below the dashed
line, the shaded regions represent the amount of majority-electron
charges neccssary to neutralize blie impurity ions exposed by the reduced
depletion regione. These are denoted by A&T<and AQT,, the additional
charges in the tmnsition capacitaiices of the junctions. The shaded
area above the dashed line is the charge required to set up the new
current level and maintain it against the recombination rate. This area
also includes the extra base charge reqnired to compensate for the
increased base width or, more specifically, t,o charge up the rniitter and
collector diffusion capacitances. I t should be recalled that diffusion
capacitance is the amount of charge that must he added or removed
from the base when a voltage variation causes the base width to change;
i.e., C D =; dQ,/dV. To express the total base-charge variation mat,hematically, we use the form of Eq. (16-19).3,S.6
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Integratjing this result wit,h respect to t,ime and changing the limits, we
have
0
- vcc
C I T , dVcD
~
(16-23)
I B dt =
(voc+vsa,orP,,
vae,oxa, C2-a d V B d +

lltd 1-

I-

where ' C C is the collector supply voltage. I n this equation we cannot
assume that the transition capacitances are constants, since we know
that they vary as V-'1". I n most transistors, the emitter approximates a
step j~mction,and therefore CT, varies as VBE-3,or

where C;, is the emitter capacitance measured at a total voltage
( V B E VT) equal to 1 volt. Further, for the collector capacitance it
may be assumed that CT, varies as Vc,i-'S, regardless of whether the junction is a step or is graded. This is so for the graded case as long as the
magnitude of V c c is high enough t:o establish square-root behavior. At
lower values of VCC,CT<will vary as V ~ R - ' or
' ~VCB-x.
~
Nevertheless,

+

+

Since the first two.right-hand terms represent the transition-region
charges, we can change their limits of integration, and we have
VCS~
~ I ~ . = C C T ~ ~ I V B . +vrai
/
C

T . ~ V C Q~m + , ~ @ ~ + / . = ~
o 78
,
(16-21)
"

I t was the purpose of this section to illustrate the general application
of the base-charge theory to the solution of large-signal transistor problems. I n the sections to follow, the concept will be utilized to derive the
specific equations for the delay, rise: storage, and fall tinles of the transistor in the switching circuit of Fig. 16-3.
16-4. Delay Time. In Sec. 16-2, delay time ta was defined as tbe time
required to bring the transistor from the initial off condition t,o the edge
of the active region. To do this, the base requires a total charge equal
to that necessary to charge the transition capacitances of the emitter
and collector junctions as the voltage changes by theamount AV = Vnz<oap~.
Since we are a t the edge of conduction, we can assume that IC = 0
(neglecting I C R S ) , and the.refore QB = 0. The charge equation is
written as'
I * = -~ +Q T> < ~ Q T
(16-22)
dl

dl

where Ck, is the collector capacitance for ( V C B V T ) = 1 volt. Subst,itut,ingEqs. (16-24) and (16-25) into Eq. (16-23) and integrating, we
have
= ~ c ; ~ ~ v !2C&,[(Vcc
L ~ ( ~ ~Vueiom,)x
~)
- VccMl (16-26)

+

+

or, finally,

Thus we see that the delay time increases with thc magnitude of the
turnoff voltage
and decreases as the turnon base current I B I
becomes larger. From a transistor-design point of view, since the
second term of Eq. (16.27) is usually negligible when VaLtr,mj << l,'cc, we
see that delay time is minimized when the emitter transitir~r~
capacitance
is small. This means that one should design for small emitter areas
primarily.
16-5. Rise Time. Rise time t, is defined as the time reiluired for the
collector current to increase t,o 90 per cent of its finnl value in the switching circuit. Essentially, this transition occurs completely in the active
region of the bransistor, starting at the edge of conduction and ending
just below the edge of saturation. Based on the discussions in the
eitrlier sections, we Can write the charge equation as3.6
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where ro is the base time constant. The first right-hand term corresponds to the charging of the emitter junction ca.pacitance as the forwardbias voltage reduces thc junction contact potential; the second term
corresponds t,o the charging of the collector capacitance as the collector
voltage decreases ~ 6 t hincreasing current,; the third and fourth terms
represent the charging of the base region to attain thc new collectorcurrent level and maintain it against the rccombinatioo rate.
Eq. (16-28) is a first-order differential equation and ]nay be rendily
solved by separation of variables. It may be arranged as

In a similar nvsnner, the collector-junction timc const,ant is given by

Ashuming that the collector depletion layer varies as VCR)*,m e have

~ ~ ~ is) neglected because it is usually qrlite
I n this result, the V C I . ( tern1
small eonipnred t,o Vcc. We can express Eq. (16-36) in terms of mpncitance a t the initial voltage Ticc. Also, we rerognizc

Since rre are interested in a solution in terms of colleet,or cnrrent Ic, we
can multiply both sides of Eq. (16-29) by d l c and integrate the result.
Since the collector current increases from 0 to 0 . 9 1 ~during the time
interval from 0 to &, we have, finally,

Therefore, Eq. (16-36) becomes
-- =
"T"

dIn

dQrc - 1.5RLCrc

dlc

t

During the:rise-t>imeinterval, the applied emitter voltage changes from
0 to approximately V T / ~where
,
I'r is the junction contact pot,ential.
Assuming a step junction,
Vy/2

dIc

Ir

c;, d v,,

- 2~;,(1/~/2)~~
-

IC

where C;. is the rnpacitance a t 1 volt. However, Eq. (16-32) can be.
modified surh that
~=
Q -T * C T ~ V T
dIc
Ic
where CT*is the emitter capacitance a t the final current level. Since
V T / / C is the d-c junction resistance, we can approximate the time
constant a s
1
= REGIT#= dlc
ue

d&T*

2RLCTc

step junction

(16-38)

For a graded junction, where C T ~= VCB-M, it is easily shown that

Note that I B = I B 1 .since we are assuming that the base current steps np
instantaneously a t the start of turnon. The dQ/dIc terms in the denominator of Eq. (16-30) are time constarrts as defined by Ecl. (16.3). The
emitter time constant is given by
Cr. d V ~ e
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graded junction

(1639)

Thus we see that the charging of the collector capacitance through the
load resistor can be a significant fact,or.S It should be'underst,ood that
b but is neglected because we
the collector resistance rsc is in series ~ i t , RL
assume VcECBAT)
is small.
The final t,ime constant in Eq. (16-30) is the dQo/dIc term.

Since the initial total charge QBl is nero ( I c = 0 ) ;

From Eqs. (16-15) to (16-17), we have
dQn

uniform base

(1642)

ZG - 0'6
Z b

graded babe

(16-43)

;trP==
dQB

where

wa

is the base-cutoff frequency a t the edge of saturation
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Examining Eqs. (16-34), (16-38), (16-42), and (16-43), we see that
they are in the form of

+

+

~-Q T * -~ Q T < ~Q=
B1
dIc
dIc
dlc
w,

K + ZRLCT,
+ awa
-

I

(16-44)

However, the first two terms may be approximated by l / w r , the currentgain bandwidth frequency (scc Eq. 14-28), wherein we neglect the
depletion-layer transit time since this is snlall a t t,he edge of saturation.
Therefore we obtain, finally,

The constant mult~iplyingR / I C ~has
. ~ been selected as a nominal value to
generalize the result for all transistor types. Thus Eq. (16-45) may be
substit~llcdinto Eq. (16-30) to solve for I,.
To integrate the left-hand part of Eq. (16-30), we rerognize from
Eqs. (16-13) and (16-17) that.

which is the final expression for rise time.* All terms except C T ~are
measured a t t,hr edge of saturation.
50
One observes that t.he logarithm
.45
fnnction is multiplied by both h r ~
40
u
and a time constant which is the
w
m 35
cffective
cutoff frequency of the tranz0
rr 4-30
sistor having Rr. as a load resistor.
Y f25
The logarithm function times ~ F is
E
20
called
the
circzrit-drit~e,f~c?rclion
and
is
* I5
: 10
plotted in Fig. 16-6 as a function of
alpha [a = hFB/(1 ~ F E )for
] differ;FI
ent values of the circuit current ratio
OQso
Og2
Og4
OY6 Og8
I c / I B 1 . I t is apparent that this
Forword alpno, a
function (or rise time) is reduced by
FIG. 16-6. Magnitude of circuit-drive the choiceof a high-hpE transistor and
function for rise time 1,.
high circuit drive (low I C / I B Iratio).
1''rom a tmnsistordesign point of view, Eq. (16-47) indicates that low
rise time is achieved with high JT. Thus, the requirement for very

in

saturation

region.

The

charge is denoted by Qcs' shaded area denotes excess stored
Thus the total stored transistor charge
~ l l ~ ~ + , ~is ~ ~ ~ d
If
&B
is
the
amount
of
stored charge in t h e collector region.
is &ss Qcs.
hase charge required to bring the tram
sistor to the boundary between active and saturatrd operat,ions,t,hen the
excess fitored charge is

+

Qx

=

Qor

+ Qcs - Q8

(16-48)

The. crosshatched portions of Fig. 16-7 represent the excess charge Q x .
Thus, storage time t, is the time required for the transistor to come out
of saturation, or specifically, t,he time required to reduce the excess charge
to zero. The latter occurs when the collector forward potential is
reduced to zero and starts to reverse polarity. The storage interval
begins when the base current I B I is reversed to a turnoff value IR?.
Since the excess base current may be defined as3.#

P

+

given b y Moll.'
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small emitter and collector junction areas becomes estremely important
if very high switching speeds are needed.
16-6. Storage Time. Once the transivtor is fully turned on, it remains
in saturation 1,ecause the driving hase current In1 is greater than that,
necessary to establish the. collector ctrrrent Ic, that is, Is, > I c / h x z . 111
saturation, the colleetor junct,ion beromes forward-biased a.nd thc
charge diagrams appears as shown in Fig. 16-7. I n the hasc region, the
t,otal stored charge in saturation is denoted by Qn,. It is also seen thal
the carrier concentration a t the collect,or is not zero, but has a finite value
depending on the ma.gnitude of the
collector forward bias in saturation.
Because the collector is injecting holes
into t,he base (for p-n-p), one also has
to consider the injection of electrons
into t,he collector from the same junt:tion potential. If the minority-carrier
concentration in the rollector is a t 911
appreciable (high collector resistivity)>
the charge stored in the collector canFIG.16-7. T r a n ~ i ~ trhat.ge
or
distribunot be neglected, ln ~ i 16-7,
~ the
,
tion

Substituting this result into Eq. (16-30) and completing the integration,
we have

' This result is very similar to that

.JT~[~CTION-T~~ANSISTOK
h\!'IT('HICS
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i

IBX = IBI - IB

(1649)

the storage time constant is

dux = Qs
dl,
Isx
T o aid in the analysis of the saturation region, we can make use of the
concept that the t,otal base charge is made up of two component^,^
TS

=

-

+

Qas = Q B S P

~ B S R

(16-51)
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whprr t,hmf:t,ot,a.l r h a r g ~ s2.m defined by the regions shown in Fig. 16-7.
The first term corresponds to a forward etnitter-to-collector current I F ;
the second term is a reverse collector-t,o-emittw current I n . The lat,ter

I
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The equation for storage t,ime t, is obtained by solving thc differential
charge equation, which is3

where I R y is the hole current injected int,o the base and I n , is the electron
current injected into the collector. Substituting Eq. (16-61) into Eq.
(16-48) and t,he latter into Eq. (16-.50), v7ehave

Since the storage-time interval ends when QBS = 0, during that intcrval
dQn/df = 0 ; QB is const,ant during that time and equal to rcIc. Purthermore, during the same interval, I D was switched to IB2. Thus, Eq.
(16-62) beaomrs

or, in terms of time constallte,

Introducing dllr and separating the variables for integration, we obtain

where r z , is the emitter time constant in the reverse direction and 7cs is
the time constant, of t,hr collector region. We ran nox proceed t,o
simplify Eq. (1 6-54)
Firstly, if base recombination is sufiiciently low so that has; transport
is unity in eithcr direction, we can establish a reverse alpha given by the
as
reverse oollcctur elfioicnc~~

where IBX = I B ~ In. Recognizing that, rciirti is l / h r s and that
dQss/dIs is equal to 78, we obt,ain, as a complete soll~tionfor the storage
time,
I n , - Itir
1, = 7s 111
(16-65)
I C ~ ~-FI B
EL

+

From this relation, we see that I R =~ a d z and l a , = (I - a n ) l ~ .
Secondly, to determine bhe expression for 181 in terms oE a~ and In,
we refer to Eq. (16-49), in which3
(16-56)
I m = (1 - a ) l r
(1 - ~ R ) I R
and
I n = (1 - a ) I S
(16-57)
I R X = (I - a ) ( l ~ JE)
(I - I Y R ) I R
(16-,581
Therefore

+

I n this result, I B ? is negative, so that 1 1 ~ 1- Inz! equals ~ I R ~ I !Inzl.
This is also t,rue for the denominator.
The significant parameter in the storage-time equation is T S , as given
by Eq. (16-61). For an alloy-typr trai~sistorhalving negligible nollrctor
stored charge, we can let oraR = 1 and rcs = 0 , and Eq. (16-65) becomes

+

Since Ir: = aIg

= a l p

- IR,

IF - I S
Substituting Eq. (10-59) into P:q.

=

If?
a

(16-50)

SincerE = 1.22/wb and T~~ = 1 . 2 2 / 0 ~ we
~ , obtain a result similar to t,hat
obtained by Elm-? and M ~ l l namely,
,~

(18-58) and simplifying, we obtain3

IR
IRX = (1
a

- ads)

(16-60)

Inserting Eq. (115-60)and the relations from Eq. (16-5.5) into Eq. 06-54)
and rearranging, we obtain the final expression for the storage time
constant,
d&x = &X = T R
a a e r ~ n a ( l - arn).rr.a
(leal)
7s = dls
IRI
1 - aan + I - aaR

+

This result will be discussed in the latter part of this section.

For a uniform-base device, it is reasoilable to assnnle that oa = U ~ and
R
therefore t,hr storage time constant is approximately 2.4/wa(l - a).
If the alloy-type transistor has a graded base 3ur.h as that found in
drift or MADT transistors, then the reverse-cutoff frequency is lowered
considerably by thc built-in electric field, whicll is retarding to the flow
of carriers. Since T P = 0.6/w~for a graded base in t,he normal direction,
one would conclude that T E E = 2.4/ws in the reverse direction, since the

,

..

,,.

,.

,........

.,.
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reverse base-cutoff frequency is lowered by the same factor t,hat enhances
the transit time in the normal dircct,ion. With this assumption, thr
storage-time equation for a diffused-base alloy transistor is, approximately,

where wa is the base-cut,off frequency in the normal direction and includes
the effect of the graded hase. Both wa and a are measured at the edge of
sat~rration.
For transistors made by single-ended processes such as mesa or planar,
the collector resistivit,~~
is moderately high and we cannot neglect the
rcs tcrm in Eq. (16-61). since the current IR,, and the stored charge Qcs
are appreciable. Becansr. of this effect,, the invcrse alpha is very low,
an = 0. Thcrefore,
(16-69)
7s = T E
TCS

For low storage time, it is essential that the collector lifetime be made as
small as possible. This is usually accomplished in the processing of highspeed switching transistors by the intentional illtroduction of certain
impurities which drastically reduce the collector lifetime. The effectiveness of such lifetime. treatments is determined by the measurement of the
recovery t,ime of the collector-to-base diode.'""
If the t,hickness of the collect,or region is smaller than thc minoritycanicr diffusion length as is the case for epitaxial t,ransistors, Eqs.
(16-70) to (16-74) must be modified accordingly. For epitaxial transis-

+

wherein it is assunled that the forward alpha is equal to unity. I n Eq.
(16-69), 71: is given by 0.6/wa.
To determine the nlagnitudc of rcs, we can vrite that in the collector
Fro. 16-k. Rlngnitude of circuit-drive fnnctiuo for stornar timc 1,

where L,,, is t,he diffusion lpngth of electrons and is a function of the
minorit,)-carrier lifetime r,,,. Assuming a linear carrier gradient, the
total stored collector charge is (arm of triangle)

tors having an epitaxial collector of thickness W , in centimeters, it has
been determined empirically that,
TCS

so that
2D,,Qcs Qcs
Inn = - Lnc2

7,,,'2

Hrve we see that the collector timr rollstant is

or one-half the minority-carrier lifetime in the collector.
The storage-time equation for mesa- or plonar-type structures

=

WaZ

-

-;i-

sec

W, << Lr2?

(16-i5)

Thus, the thickness of the epitaxial layer becomes a n important design
fact,or for switching transistors.
All the foregoing expressions for t, have in common the circuit-drive
function given by the logarithmic term. A plot of this function is shown
in Fig. 16-8 for different values of the turnoff ratio Ic/Ia3. One sees
that storage time increases as the transistor hP8 gebs larger or as the
transistor is driven hnrdcr. Increasing the magnitude of 182 lonrers t,.
I t is int~restingto note that when ~ P isE very large, or if 1 ~ =
1 In2 = I c ,
the circuit-drive function reaches the limiting value of 0.69. This yields
the useful relationship

t, = 0.77s

(16-76)

T o close this section it should be pointed out that in saturation the
depletion layers of both junctions are very narrow and therefore thr
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effective base width used in the calculation of wb is approximately equal to
the physical hase width of t,he transistor.
16-7. Fall Time. The last switching parameter is the fall time t,,
which is the time required for the collector current to decrease to 0 . 1 1 ~ .
During this interval, the transistor is operating in the active region
again, but this region is being traversed in the direction opposite to that
of rise time. Therefore, during the fall-time period, the amount of
charge to be removed from the base is equal to that which was added
during the rise-time interval. For this reason, tllc charge analysis for

and fall times. For maximum switching speed, the magnitudes of the
must he
delay-plus-rise times (t,) and the storage-plus-fall t,iines (f,,)
small. Present transistor technology makes possible devices having total
switching times in the range of 10 to 100 nsec (nanoseconds, lo-' see).
Fig. 16-10 provides typical switching data for a high-speed n-p-n silicon
epibaxial transistor. The curves give the values of kN and lo, for
differcnt levels of collector current and circuit ratio I c l I u l .
One useful way of satisfying the circuit designer's problem of predicting
the swit.ching times of a particnlar devire fa? circuit-drive conditions,

20
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fall time yields the snuie time constant as for rise time, given by Eq.
(1645).3 Therefore, the integral equation (see Eq. 16-30) becomes
0.11~

I ?

dIr
=
I B~ Ic//&FE

1- +
I/WT

=h

I,=20ma

1.7R1.c~~

( +R

C

)l

Ic - h ~ ~ l s z
0 - hrlilr

The magnitude of the circuitclrive function in Eq. (16-78) is plotted in
Fig. 16-9. It is seen that t j inrrenses with increasing ha^, hut primarily
decreases a s thc magnitude of the circuit ratio Icjlan decreases.
16-8. Charge-control Parameters o f Switching Transistors. In summary, the design of high-speed switching transistors requires that the
base-cutoff frequency be as large as possible and that the emitter and
collector junction capacit,ances be as small as possible. Furthermore, to
minimize charge storage'in the collector, the minority-carrier concentration and/or lifetime should be made as low as possible. These requireof the grounded-ernitte
ments come as a result of the charge a~~nlysis
switching transistor which yields expressions for the delay, rise, storage

5
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Fie. 16-10. Typical switching rhsmetrristies as functions of circuit current ratio for a
2N834 n-p-n silicon epit,axial planar transistor. (Cou~tesyof Motorola, Zne.)
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1

different from that specified hy the n~anufacturer,is to provide data on
the so-called charge-contrnl parameten of the t r a n ~ i s t o r . ~ ,The.%
~'
charge-control parameters are Q,,, TE, 7 8 , and T F ; they manifest theniselves when the rarious switching-time expressions are written in the
form

td

=

-~
Is

t,

=

r ~ h p 1x1
s

t, =

tj

=

&OFF
i

hra1~1
h a ~ I s, 0.91~
IBI- IBZ
T S In --I C / ~ F-E I B Z
Ic - h r s l m
rrhpE 111
0 . 1 1 ~- h F ~ I B 2

(16-79)
(16-80)
(16-81)
(16-82)

In each of the shove equations, we see that the charge-control parameter
is multiplied by a circuit-drive function. In fact, Figs. 16-6, 16-8, and
16-9 are plots of t , / r ~ t, , / ~ s ,and t1/rp, respectively.
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F r o n ~the theory of the previous sections, we can write

2.4
~ -( aj1
3
7S = w a ( l - aj
0.6 T ,
rs=-+OF,
2

'' = ~

uniform base alloy
w a = was; aE = 1
graded base alloy
us = 4 O b R ; all = 1
single-ended types
O(R

=0

(16-85)
(16-86)

0.02 psec. The base time constant is 3ur.h that the excess base charge is negligible.
Use a circuit in whieh ic = I n , = -1m = 10 ma.
16-3. An n-p-n germanium-alloy switching t,ransistor is designrd with equal emitter
and colleotor areas of 100 mils. The base region is 1 ohm-cm p type and is 0.5 mil
thick, rzsulting in a 50-ma beta of 100 near saturation. Calculate the rise and fall
timesin a circuit far which I,, = 50 ma, Is, = 5 ma, Ixz = - 1 ma, and EL = 500 olrn~?.
16-4. Thr: charge-aont,rol parameters of a. 2N501 p-n-p ge~.nrnnin>nMADT
transistor are inmstrred nl TYcc = -3.5 volts. They are: Qoxr = 25 p~coulomhsa t
V n a i o ~=~ 1.25
,
volts, rr: = ri. = 3 mpsec a t IC = -10 ma, and i s = 55 mpsee at
I n x = 0.6 ma. For this devicc, h r r = 25 a t Ic = 1 0 ma. Frorrr this rlala, esleolate 4, t,_ f,, :tnd 1, in the snitching circuit given in Proh. 16-1.

(16-87)
REFERENCES

The above relations provide a reasonably accurat,e means of calculating
the magnitudes of the charge-control parameters from the physical
properties of the device structure. On the other hand, any abtempt to
determine the charge-control parameters from measurements of w T , wa,
a, u D Ketc.
l
would be exceedingly difficult, since these parameters must,
be measured a t the edge of saturation. Therefore, n means of measuring
Q,, T ~ T , ~T ,P directly becomes paramount. Several methods pf meilsuremerit hove been proposed, the details of which are covered in the refere n c e ~ . ~ . ' " . 'However,
~
the technique is based on the principle that the
circuit,-drive functions converge to a limiting value when I n l is made a t
least five times greater than Ic/hFs. For ex~mple,if Inl = 5 1 c / h r ~ ,
thc storage-time circuit-drive function becomes approximately In 2.
By setting up such circuit conditions and measuring t,, we have

Thus, by providing measured data as to how Qo, varies with VBPIoFF,
and
how T R , T S , and .rF vary with current, the designer is equipped with a
means for calculating the switching times for any set of circuit-drive
conditions.'3 It should be apparent that both r R and .rF are also functions of the collector supply voltage V c c , since this deternlines the
magnitude of RLCT,a t a fixed Ic.
PROBLEMS
16-1. Measurements of s 2x705 p-u-p germanium mesa t,ranaistor indicate t h a t
at 10 volts, f~ = f d = 250 meg~oyclesand
ha^ = 40 a t Vcs = -0.3 volt, l c = -10 ma. Tho collector-region lifetime is
determined to be 0.12 ~ s e o . For this device, calculate is, t,, t,, and 1, in a switching
circuit in whieh Ic = -10 ma, ZB, = -1 ma, I B =
~ 0.25 ma, Vcc = -3.5 volts,
T'BE(OFP)
= 1.25 volts, and R L = 300 ohms.
16-2. Calculate the storage time t, for a.2N706 n-p-n silicon mesa tt.anaistor which
has a 2-ohm-cm rpit,axial collector rcgion with s, thickness of 10 p ttnd s lifetime of

CT-= 3.5 w f at 2 volts, C y r = 5 ppf
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